
Microtask 1 

Make an edit request and write about it 

Steps that I followed:- 

1.   Visited an article page on Wikipedia . 

2.   Clicked on edit source button next to a paragraph. 

3.   A page opened as shown below: 

 

 

  

4.   I clicked on ‘Help: I have been blocked’. 

5.   Then clicked on Wikipedia: Request an account. 

6.   Followed the next procedures. 

7.   Got a email from Wikipedia that my account was created with username and password provided. I 
was asked to change my password after which my account got activated. 

8.   I finally logged in. 

9.   Opened the same article on Wikipedia and clicked on edit source. 

10.   I got this page: 



 

 

11.   I successfully edited the page by adding a reference to the article.Look below the reference circled in 
red was added by me. 



 

 

If I would redesign the process , the changes that I would suggest are as follows: 

·        The UI of the web form should be more attractive. 

·        The heading ‘This IP Address has been blocked from editing Wikipedia’ creates confusion and a 
feeling of restricted data and accessibility to the user. To solve this issue a more simpler pathway for 
a beginner (unregistered editer) can be introduced. 

·        I suggest a interactive web tour as a part of ‘Edit Request Wizard’ which will help the the beginners to 
get a in-depth view of the editing process and the web form.If given a chance I can make this using 
reactour library. 

·        Source Input should have auto-reliability check. 

·        Quote area must be introduced(I know this is already a part of microtask 3). 

Microtask 2 

Design a form input that allows the user to input a 

source 

 I designed this form using Figma: 



 

 I have implemented the web form in code now and deployed at 

https://neelimagoogly.github.io/editwizardrequest.github.io/ 

https://neelimagoogly.github.io/editwizardrequest.github.io/


 

Microtask 3 

Implement a form for a quote 

FRONTEND IMPLEMENTATION 

 I have created the Quote Text Area as shown below: 



 

 I have implemented code to prevent the user from submitting obviously invalid quotes. (to 

see code click https://github.com/neelimagoogly/editwizardrequest.github.io.git and to see 

the web form developed by me click 

https://neelimagoogly.github.io/editwizardrequest.github.io/) 

 As soon as we type some quote in the text area (in the picture above or in the third box 

below ) a message get displayed to confirm if the text is obviously invalid or not. 

 
The message in the above picture says that an empty string is obviously invalid. 

 

https://github.com/neelimagoogly/editwizardrequest.github.io.git
https://neelimagoogly.github.io/editwizardrequest.github.io/


 
 

The message in the above picture says that a meaningless string is obviously invalid. 

Code Snippets 

                                   Javacript                                                                                               

 

                                                                   HTML 



 

BACKEND IMPLEMENTATION 

 To check that the quote comes from the source , I have implemented the following code: 

I used jQuery ajax() Method to check if the the quoted text comes from the source URL. 

Code Snippet 

$.ajax({ 
        url: linkValue, 
        async: false, 
        success: function (result) { 
          t = result.includes(quoteValue); 
        }, 
      }); 

 

Microtask 4 

Validate a URL 

FRONTEND IMPLEMENTATION 

 I have created the Area to enter the source as shown below: 

 

 To check if an entered ISBN is valid or not as soon as we click ‘Check ISBN’ button : 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Code Snippet 

 

Javascipt 

 
 

HTML 



 
 

 To check if an entered URL is valid or not as soon as we click ‘Check URL’ button : 

 

 



 

Code Snippets 

Javascipt 

 

HTML 

 

BACKEND IMPLEMENTATION 

 Using javascript I created a URL API  which accepts a POST request with the URL as 

the body, and return if the URL is valid or invalid.  

 Checks if the URL sent is empty or the body of the POST request is empty or not.  



 Checks id the URL follows the format of https://www.example.com/ or 
http://www.example.com or any other format.  

 Checks if the URL is a google search link, for this I have checked if the URL starts 
with “https://www.google.com/search?q=”, except 
https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/.  

 sends a GET request to the URL, if the response code is 200, the URL is then 

passed as a valid URL, otherwise the response will be different.  

 

Code Snippet 

const url = new URL(linkValue) 
      const acceptedOrigins = ['.gov']; 
      const nonacceptedOrigins = ['twitter.com', 'facebook.com']; 
 
      if (acceptedOrigins.some(origin => url.origin.includes(origin))) { 
        this.linkstatus.$element.show(); 
        this.linkstatus.setType("success"); 
        this.linkstatus.setLabel("Verified!"); 
      } 
      else if(nonacceptedOrigins.some(origin => url.origin.endsWith(origin)) || 
linkValue.includes('www.google.com/search?')){ 
        this.linkstatus.$element.show(); 
        this.linkstatus.setType("warning"); 
        this.linkstatus.setLabel("The link might not be a valid source"); 
      } 

 

Microtask 5 

 Complete the user scripts tutorial 

 I have successfully completed the user scripts tutorial at 
https://test.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Userscript_Tour.  

 Proof of its completion is the badge that I received 

 

https://test.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Userscript_Tour


Github link: https://github.com/neelimagoogly/editwizardrequest.github.io.git 

Web form link: https://neelimagoogly.github.io/editwizardrequest.github.io/ 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/neelimagoogly/editwizardrequest.github.io.git
https://neelimagoogly.github.io/editwizardrequest.github.io/
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